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14. SCOPE:

A program of radionuclide &“easurements in soil, water, and biota, radio-

ecological transvort modelins, and dose evaluation in the Marshall Islands is propose

to fultill two immediate objectives and one long-term goal. Tne immediaie

objectives are CO)to meet present high-priority needs for effective renabilitat:

of Enewetsk Atoll and (2) to suoport the ongoing evaluation et Bikini Atoll. The
long-term goal is to assure a continuing evaluation effort in support of the

implementation of resettlement and renabilitation in both regicns.

The Enewetak Survey and Eveluation effort that resulted in the report NVO- 140
(Enewetak Radiolcrical Survey) provides a comprehensive description of the _

radiological stetus of that Atoll et one roint in time, for the specific purpase
of evaluating constraints on rehabilitation end Tor developing cleanup plans. The

implementation of resettlement, however, requires additicnal studies over a longe

time-range to assess the time-dependence of radionuclide removal from the Atoll as

well as to support a continuing evaluation effort.
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£ the atolls were besed upon a limited emount of direct

s in the terrestrial food; these foods (ecconut, :

and breadfruit) were very scarce on Bikini — snd on
ea doses, therefore, were based on correlation studies

ooopstee ecncentrations in soils to those in food

plants and animals. The ewetek survey was very thorough, but the dose

evaluations were develore  vithout the benefit of time-desendence informat

relating to the environmental residence times of the critical radiconuclic
Thus, there is need both for intensified studies of radionuclide trenstort in
terrestrial food chains end for long-tern studies of the cycling and fate of the

long-lived -radionucli Ges. ’
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This justificaticn for operating funds therefore proposes an LLL presran
with the following specific objectives:

‘1. To make measurements at both Atclis that will Gelineate the natural
n e ra . redistribution, anc re

and to Gevelod or rerin:

critical racionues:
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fon eters Tor une Laces.

2. To develop Turtner understanding of the terrestrial focd chains so
as to derive suidelines for acricultural nractices and for arricuitural

developrent that will minimize populaticnexposure Vie.terresirisl foods.

eted ccses
 

report for Bikini.
4. To define the need for and to cevelov guidelines for anv long-ten

radioecolosical surveillance on Fneretek.
5. To develop e comorenensive understandinz of the resusrension vathwey

on inhebited Marsnail Island environments.

 

 

 



 

 

6. To produce an ecolorical systems model cf redicnuciide trensrort,

'  yeevelins, and rete for the lons-livec radionuciiaes on tnese
 

corel island cnvironments.

 

7. In the long-term, to provide a continuins evaluative carability of

dose-to-man, so that DBER and DOS can cali upon us vo provide

quantitative descriptions of radiological consequences of proposed

actions.

These goals will be met by a combination of research tasks covered in

this 189 and a previous submission.

Marine Sciences of Radionuclides in the Marshall Islands (already

. funded by D3ER, RX-02-02 V. E. loshkin).

Both field work and the assessment and evaluation for Bikini will be ci
coordinated with those for Enewetek, to maintain a high degree of contre an

uniformity in sexple collection, egricultural methods, analytical procedures,
and Tollow-u sment would be sa integrated That

informeticn Ger be eppiied to extend our previous

evaluaticns of

 

The Enewelax people, the Micronesian Legal Services, and the Trust Territory

ear pericad we could produce definitive inifcrmation
ce of the radicnuclides in the environment and a
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Buc some of the necessary research invclves peens ans ©°

of asriculture prectices which in many cases involve

years before results will besin to be available.

We propose, therefore, that the initial criticel studies outlined below be
started at the carliest vossible time tnat essential logistics and traniuortetion

support become evailable. The necessery lcesistic ana trensporveticn furrem is cf

primary importance in any studies conducted in the Pacific atolls. (More ceteils

on the requirements are described in the bcdy of the 1859's. ) At this time,

.» Victor Noshkin, Grouo Leader for Marine Sciences at LLL, is already Tunced

by "DBER for marine end groundwater studies at Enewetak Atoll. He is scneduled

for a tour et Enewetak Atoll in January end February cf 1975 sleng with
personnel from the University of Hawaii and will have the LCU st his distocel.

Part of his program includes lens-water studies on many of the northern islands

at Enewetek Atoll where we must perform the necessary terrestrial ecolosy studies

end evaluate tne agricultural practices. We have discussed with Koshkin the

‘coordination of the necessary terrestrial and egricultural work and duzl use
of the ICU; we find thet the two prorrams would be very compatible. The

available space end the cavability of the ICU should be entirely adequate to

support the implementation of both programs because they involve the seme area.



Simultaneous fielding of our progrem with Noshkin's alleviates one of the

major concerns end problems associated with research in whe Pecific atcils.

Therefore, if funding were supplied for the manpower for the terrestrial

part of the program and for the necessary travel and esriculture surpiies,

the program could be initiated immediately (January, February 1975).

eThe specific projects for Enewetek end Bikini are now discussed in cetail.

A. Enewetak

The specific tasks to be carried out at Enewetak are as follows

> 2. Pest Plantings and Radionuclide Reevcling
 

>

Test plots of coconut, pandanus, and breadfruit will be planted immediately.

Depending cn the size of the starter plants a lag time of three to five years

can be expected before fruit will be available. sheverores acditional test

plantings of arroxroot, squash, pareye, bananas and sweet potetces will alsowits weed

be initiated immediately. These crops will rroduce very ouickly. In cenguneticn

with data on reacicnuclide ccncentraticns in soll, they will lead to

concentration factors for Puod orcducis also to direct measuremnts ofr an
radionuclide coneentration in feed preducts. Tritiated water will be inject

into the groundwater at the rcot zone to determine the magnitude and rate of

uptake of soil groundwater by the different plant species.

Various forms of fertilizers will also be evaluated for eny reduction of

radionuclide uo ( nd Sr) by these food chain plants. For exemple,
high-potessiun i way sisgniricanantly reguce tne uptake of Cs, and
effects of phosonr um, nitrozen and other trace metals may recult in

greatly eltered th Cs and Sr. Mulehing could be used to increase

 

the K content. z ; veretation cut for clearing on "cola" soutner
islands should be tested S$ a mulch in the "hot" northern islends.

» Clean transported soil beds will elso be established on the nortnern isl

with clean soil from southern islands sucn as Japten and Perry. The clean beds
will enable us to directly evaluate the role of vesetation as a mejor feedbec

mechanism in the cycling of radionuclices in the atoll ecosystem. The use

clean beds, the removal of litter dropped from the vegetation, end mulcning

with clean vegetation from the south could serve to interrupt the cycling of

radionuclides.

As indicated, the decay of litter to form humus material may well be the
primary source of eveailable radionuclides to plants. It is essential to

Valuate the ebove-ground kinetics thet produce the input to the Grourevers

system. Therefore, biomass measurements will be made on Engebi to eesee
the standing-crop inventories of redicnuclides., Litter-fa11 collectors an

litter-bags will be employed to determine rates of litter fall and itt

decay. These measurements combined with data on groundweter cycling wi
important for a co:nprehensive understanding of radionuclide cycling and re

in the Atoll ecosysten.
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2, Distributicn of Radionuclides in Scil, Soil Water, ans Encus

The importance of the recycling and turnover times of radionuclide

recognized by our marine group and emphasized in their researcen progr

The recent research on marine and lens water at Enewetak Atoll reve

important aspects of the terrestrial ecolcgy that were not evicen~

1972 survey but which have considerable significance in the ulvinet

men as he reinhebits the atoll. Preliminery data from the lens wat

at Enewetak Atoll indicate that recycling and turnover oeredionucl

atoll ecosystem can be controlled by
from the decay of litter dropred from the &
effective concentration factors should be base soil water concen

of radionuclides rather than on the total soil concentraticns.
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Further research is required (1) to clserify the role of groundwater in
controlling the disappearance of radionuclides in the Atoll, (2) to determine
the actual cycling process involved in order to evaluate potenviel metiods of
blocking nuclide untske in plant species in the food chain, (

the actual contentratic i
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concentration in soil ot zone with the concent
water, to nely describe the time-cerendence of radionuclides
groundwater/lenis-water system. Therefore, soil cores will be obt

northern islends (e.s5. Janet, Belle) in and around the plantins

cores Will be analyzed by leaching the coil with reasents acp

water solutions to determine tne rracvien cf soil redionuclic

available to tne plants. Also, the humic fracticn cf the soi
from tne carbonate matrix to determine which portion contains

Sr. :

If the humic fraction end soil water comsein the redicectivity and thus
constitute the source of available radionuclides for the slants, then concentrsiicn
factors can be cetermnined Tor the various Tood ond indicator vtlants Tor Cs, Sr,

and Pu. Concentration factors determined previously frcem soil neve varied over

@& wide range perhaps because the total soil concentretion is net the critical
factor. Therefore, predictive evaluations could be easmore reliable by
developing concentration factors based upon soil water rether then upon soil.

There is some question whether the plants of the Atoll are really shallow,
surface-rooted or whether they may actuslly use lens water for growtn where

the lens is of very low saline content. Lysimeters will be installed in soil

pits to collect soil-water through-flow to determine the radicnuclide concent

profile as water moves downwerd toward tne lens. The concentretions of

radionuclides will be compared with those in soil water extracted from the

surface horizons of the soil. When urece Gata are evailable, concentration
factors can be calculated for sr, 131¢s and Pu, to provide acditional estinates

of the rate of input of radionuclides into the len water from the soil column.



This information, combined with the lens-voluwze measurements end the

data on efflux via exchange with seawater (tidal effects) being obtained in

Noshkin's current lens-weter program will lead to a model for the kinetics of

the soil/plent /lens-vater system.

3. Turnover of the Lens-Water System

In. the lens-water studies of the marine group, importint results ere being

obteined on dynamics, comcosition, and geographic Gistributicn of lens-water

systems on many of the islends. An Independent measurement. o7 Lens-vater

volume and dynamics can be made by using an effective water t Pr such) as

tritiun. The samples that are being cbtained in the Nosnii

ere used effectively to measure the volume, turnover, imter-iens comounic

end input diluticn effects from rainfall end seawater. These resuitse con be

verified by injecting the avprooriete amcunt of tritium intc several wells
on the contaminated islands. The present program, if augmented by water-t

studies, perhaps both by labelling of the internal lens-water and by surfi
lebelling of tie soil above a lens, will vield ingenvendent, ecliateral

measurements cr lens-water characteris s. This i
possibility treat the turnover rate of the lens system c

controlling factcr, other than radioact ec = x

from the atoll environment.

 

kh, Eveluation of Extermal Beta Dose
 

In NVO-10 the beta dose was given only minor attention in the external

dose measurements and calculeticns. In reviewing the data, Beck and MehLaugyhiin
estimated that the -‘YSr/>*¥ beta free air dose at cne meter could be rour
times the ice camma dose. The TLD's as used on Fnewetek hed scme
sensitivity to bevas, whe aerial system none, and the porteble scintilicators

practically none. Limited results from T measurements CUES she survey

indicate considerable lower beta exposures than the estimere :

cen be considered reliable due to the limited dete base.
LS

 

To complete the external dose estimates, the range of beta to gemma aose
rates shculd be determined. The range of ratios must be erphasized as the

ratio should vary widely due to ground cover, depth of burial, ote.

A network for measuring beta doses will be established on two or three

islands using a grid similar to that of the 1972 TLD survey. Belle and Daisy

or Belle and Jenet are good candidates due to locetion, exposure rates end

range of ground cover offered. Adeauete data can be obtained vith minimel
instrumentation such as TLD's with special holders for bete response end thin

window Gi survey instruments with panceke Gi probes and removalble shields.

Data from these experinents will permit e more comprehensive essessment

of external dose to the skin of persons inhabiting the atolls.
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5. Continuing Assessment of Radi

The @ose assessments reported in NVO-1450 are based upon Gata obt

during the 1972 survey. ce i tions are based uncn thesse

data without benefit of time-dependence tion. Also, both the

and long-term dose estimates are besed uron concentration factors deriv

from a limited deta base and from correlation analysis methods. With de

obtained in this follcw-up research, we can eliminate much of the uncertainty

in the initial dose estimates.

We will therefore continue to updéete both short-term and jJong-term dose

assessments in the light of the critical and veery relevant information obtained

in the follow-up work described above. The usdavted assessments will be quite

useful in develering plans for renabitaticns of northern islands, as well as

for land-use planning end for srecific egricultural blanning. Mest importantly,

it will fulfill the AEC committment to the Enewetak people, the Micronesian

Legal Services, and the Trust Territory.

6. Ecolorical Ststems Model
 

es QO v
e

a
3 oO u ct QOThe data base of the 1971 Erewetex Survey is perneaps c

radioeccological G2ava bese in existence. It vcrovides an cprortunity 7t
a comprehensive ecosystem model of elemental flow, and would have special nayerfr

ryT

*

2... -3 : ~ OO 3 . 235
value for comparative eveluations of OCs, 9Sr, 15?Cs, end “%pu.

of % compresent data bese adequetely cescribes the state of the system; cnzoing and

proposed DEER research will provide the kinetic information needed to describe

transfer béiween compartments. Much of the researcn needed to aevelos fucn 2

model is already in vrosress or is prerosed in this 169. Tne Analysis ana

Assessment Group, tne Marine Group, and the Terrestrial Beolesy Group will

continue to intesrate tne new data, as it betomes available, into e@ systens
model. In the process they will define areas where further research is needed.

B. Bikini Atoll

The tasks to be carried out at Bikini are es follows.

1. Sampling of Aveileble Food Chain Products end Correcvonding Ssiis
 

The major focd crops planted tive years ego on Bikini atoll provide a
five-year head start for initial assessments as outlined under the objectives

of the program. Banana end pavaya will be collected immediately for direct

measurement of radicnuclide uptake. Corresponding soil sanples will be collected

from the aree surrounding the root zone. These soil samples will be serursted

into fractions so that we cen determine which soil component cantains the
activity. The fraction of the total radionuclide inventory in the soil evailable
to the plants will be determined by leaching studies, and appropricte

concentration factors will be determined. As the coconut, pandanus fruit, end
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preadfruit become available over the next two years, similar sample collections

and enalyses will be conducted. As data become avetilable from Cirect analysis

of these food preducts, the results will be ith the predicticns

Gerived from the scil-concentration correlati es to evaluate the

accuracy of previous predictions for bovh Bi etek.

2. Biormess Measurements of Agricultural Svoten

Biomass measurenents for typical atoll agricultural areas will be

conducted at Bikini ani -Enewotck islanc fan collected in litter-

fall collectors and litter-bags to da itvver-fall and

litter-decay in en azricultural a or the marine lens-

water program indicate that thes x rmary LPactor in

controlling redionuclide cycling t be cbhteined to

Gevelop an undcerstending of t anisms. These daca

will be of primary imso e cosysten model for
an atoll environment. rthe asis for ine imolexentation

etfort designed to zeor terrestrial fcod chains

and thereby to minimize dose Sn

3. Assessment cf Acricultural Prectices

Certain areas of Bikini Atoll that heve been rerlented will also be used

as test plots to determine the effect of asriculiural practices on radionuclide

upteke. As at Eneowetax, fertilizers will be evalucted for their effects in
reducing the uctake of radicnuclice by the varicus plents. Ghe effects cf

Litter clean-upn, fertilizaticn, and mulching will be evaluated for effective-

ness in interrupting and reducing the recycling of presemly evailaeble

radicnuclides.

kh, Continued Assessments
 

This effort will be a closely intesrated one based uven date from boin

Enewetak and Bikini, end es deta become evaileble sed to modify

previous dose predictions and to develop new esse nort-term and

long-term use of both Bikini end Enewetsk.

 

15. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PROGRAMS:

This project is integral to our DBER program in LLL, and utilizes

capabilities across the prosram. Central to this project, the Analysis and
Assessment Group of the LLL Environmental Research Section will coordinete,

overview, and describe the results of the study as it did for the Enewetck
Survey and Evaluation.



 

16. TECHNICAL PROGRESS IN FY 1975:

This is a new effort. However, a preliminary report, similer to the
Enewetak evaluation, was developed for Bikini and presented to DOS. In addition,

we have been working continucusly witn DBSER and DOS on followup assessments

relative to interpretation of NVO-140 data and cther matters involving Enewetek

and Bikini.
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27... EXPECTED RESULTS IN .FY 1975:

A. Enewetak Atoll

lots, both

regular and clean-bed, on the northern islands woulé b
collected, leached, serareted end fracticnated slebiiity oP
radionuclides to vlants end to assess tne soil the redicnuclides

are associated. Esth organic end inorganic so pe angivcea

and the radicnuclide concentration in scil war surface to lena:

will be evalustea. Also, in combinaticn wit: n
2

 

assessment will be made of the turnover time o 1 cess on dirrerent

norhtern end scuthern islands.

These data will lead to more general understanding of the cycling

phenomena in the eteit ecosystem as well as to better essessment cf concentration

factors for indicator viant ereciés now aveilablie on the islands. SBicmacs

measurements will pe made Tor Ensebi and rerhers one of the edgacent isisnis.
The rate of litter fell and of litter ¢ ed for @ nonesriculturelec
situation cn Engebi. The results will be use

Ground kinetics leading to radionucliée input into the
systen,

B. Bikini Atoll

The initial trip to the Atoll would establish the necessary experirental
plots and the necessary susvorting eauivment for sampling collecticn end cample

processing. t is expected that three trics per year will be required for the

next few years to complete the experiment and to obiegin the necessary samples.

Initial samples of banana and papaya will be collected, along with

corresponding soil samples, and returned to LLL for analysis. ,ew concentration

factors will be developed from these date end the soil fractions containing

the activity will be define Also, the measured concentretions in the fruits

will be comsered to predictions based uron the approach used in NVO-140 end tre
preliminary Bikini assessment to test the eccuracy0of the predicted concentrations

in fruits and the doses based woon these predictions. Experiments to measure

litter-fall and litter-decay rates in an agricultural system will be initiated
during FY 1975.



-10- NAY

Fertilizers would elso be avolied to test vlots of pavaya, benane,

coconut, pandsnus fruit,and breaafruit to begin an assessment cf the eFrect

of fertilizers upor’ radionuclide uptake. Initial clean-up of litter on otner

plots would be started tc assess the possible interruption of tne recycling or

radionuclides. Soil samples will also be coilected rom these riots; tre

recycling of radionuclide is blocked, it wili be possible to determine the
effective removal time of the radionuclides from th errestrial environment

18. EXPECTED RESULTS FY 1975:

A. Enewetek Atoll

Results for FY 1976 would include the harvesting of crops such as sauash,
arrowroot, paveve, banans, end sweet rotato and the direct measurement of
radionuclides in focad preducts. From tnece aata and from the ccentinuing analysis
of soil/soil-water data, we will be eble to establish concentration Tectcrs

for these food products. Effects of fertilicer cn the urteke of radicnuclides
will also be assessed. during tnis ristal year. In eadcivicn the erfect cP clean-
bead procteaures, clesnusot littey ang mulching; with essentially clean vegetatian

from southern islands will be evelnsted tor these Paster-frowing crop srecies.

Tre clean-bed procedures and the use of fertilicers will be continued Tor

coccnut, pandanus, and breadrruit with expectation of results from these errors

in FY 1978. Directlyessences racicnuclide concentrations in feca products wili

be compared with those used in the assessments in NVO-14C, wnich were besed
3

upon concentrations peodicted trom correlaticn studies.

B. Bikini

 

Experiments on test plots with fertilizers end clean-up Procedures ror

ri11 be continued to evaluate the effect of asgriculturel vractices on the ur

or the recycling of redionuclices by plents. Sarnvles of vapeve“and banana will

continue to be collected to determine by Girect measurement the half-time of

31s and SOSr in the unaltereé environment. Measurements of litter-fall and

litter-decay rates will be completed furing this fiseal year

Coconut should become available during this yeer; the essessments would

expand to include tnis significant food product. Pandanus fruit end breadfruit

would of course be incluced if available. All data would be factored irto

continued assessments of tne rediolosical implication of develcrins various
food chains and egricultural practices end in the evalueticn of these scenarios

‘for immediate and long-term use of both Bikini and Enewetek.

19. MAJOR MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUBCONTRACT ITEMS:

PY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977

4 Drying Ovens a $1500 each § 6,000
2 Generators (5 kwe) a 1500 each 3,000
TLD's and Gi Probe _ 1,000

Miscellaneous 1, ,000 $6, C90 $6,009_

. TOTAL $14,000 $6,000 ~ $5,0C9
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20. PROPOSED OBLISATIONS FOR RELATED CONSTRUCTION ITEMS:

None.

cow


